[Solved] Content of a wiki page which is built with HTML (within the HTML tags of the Plugin) can't be found with the search

I create page content outside of tiki. I transform content from a file to HTML code which I then paste into a new page in tiki with the given {HTML()}{HTML} tags so it gets displayed formatted.

The actual problem is if I search for unique content of one of those pages, the search feature can't find it. Strangely content on some pages which are also created and displayed with HTML Code only, are searchable.

I read into the search feature and tested it with a few other searches of other pages to be sure it actually works. I also simply copy pasted the not working pages into a new page without the HTML and then the search feature also worked.
I can't seem to find the actual reason why some pages get properly searched and some not. Help would be appreciated.

- can't show the bug because no instance could be created and is not clickable anymore now
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Jonny Bradley 05 Jun 20 13:36 GMT-0000

Hi
Do you have "Exclude all plugins" pref checked on the search control panel (as is default it seems)? If so try adding html to the "Except included plugins" pref underneath it.

HTH

Benjamin 09 Jun 20 09:00 GMT-0000

Hi!
Yeah that worked perfectly, big thanks!

Best regards
Benjamin

luciahs d' being ‍♂️ 10 Jun 20 10:39 GMT-0000
Solved? Can be closed.
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